
History of Civilian Conservation Corps 660th Company 
State Forestry S-79 or Camp Mercer



Modern Location of Camp Mercer

A national program that empowered rural communities and families



How did Camp Mercer begin?

Driven by a sense of urgency to provide relief, recovery and reform, to end 
suffering from the Great Depression, Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) launched 
the CCC in the New Deal’s famous “First One Hundred 100 days.”

Along the bank of the Manitowish River, on June 21, 1933 the Civilian 
Conservation Corps (CCC) established 660th Company S-79 or Camp 
Mercer.



Nationally, FDR’s New Deal Championed Environmental Reform

CCC camps were a massive undertaking targeting relief for American 
youth, support for families, education and environmental stewardship.



• The CCC enrolled mostly young, unskilled and unemployed men between the 
ages of 18 and 25. The men came primarily from families on government 
assistance. Men enlisted for a minimum of six months.

• Each worker received $30 in payment per month for his services in addition 
to room and board at a work camp. The men were required to send $22 to 
$25 of their monthly earnings home to support their families.

• Some corpsmen received supplemental basic and vocational education while 
they served. In fact, it’s estimated that some 57,000 illiterate men learned to 
read and write in CCC camps.



Wisconsin minorities’ participation in CCC camps have a unique legacy. 
Wisconsin and Minnesota were among a few states where African 
Americans were integrated into CCC camps and not segregated.



The closest CCC camp to Camp 660 was the Lac Du 
Flambeau CCC Indian Division Camp on Pokegama Lake. 

Wisconsin had six Ojibwa and one Ho Chunk Indian Division 
CCC Camps during the New Deal.



In Wisconsin, Four different CCC camps operated: 
1) Soil Erosion Service 2) State Parks improvements,    3) 
Federal Forestry programs   and 4) State Forestry programs



660th Company 
was one of 14 
State Forestry 

Camps in 
Wisconsin and 
was designated 

S-79



In the summer of 1933 tents were the only living quarters 
at Camp Mercer. While the Manitowish River served as a 

bathhouse. Tents were slowly replaced by barracks.



The winter of 1933-34 challenged the original Camp Mercer 
recruits who endured tough conditions, while building the 

larger administrative 660th Company Camp



“He [FDR] proposed to recruit thousands of unemployed young men, 
enroll them in a peacetime army, and send them into battle against 
destruction and erosion of our natural resources. Before the CCC 
ended, over three million young men engaged in a massive salvage 
operation described as the most popular experiment of the New Deal.”



660th Company CCC SF-79 or Camp Mercer-1935



660th Company CCC SF-79 or Camp Mercer-1938



The berms in this 1938 air photo suggest a 1911 logging camp 
site that matches the citation from George LaPorte



• CCC 660th Company permanent status, large size and scope suggests it 
served as an administrative CCC Camp that provided special services 
and oversight to other CCC camps.  

• On June 12th, 1935 100 men from 660th Company were re-assigned to 
Superior, Wisconsin to create CCC Company 3663.  



CCC Camps tended to be located in remote areas near a 
railroad depot in rural America



During the Depression CCC Camps offered hope to families 
and environmental revitalization 

In the 1930’s and 40’s CCC 
Camps were segregated. 
Manitowish Waters proximity 
to both an Indian Division CCC 
Camp in Lac Du Flambeau and 
a white CCC Camp along the 
Manitowish River illustrates the 
regional diversity of 
environmental stewardship. 



In Wisconsin, 6 bands of Ojibwa and 1 band of Ho 
Chunk participated in CCC-Indian Division projects



Lac Du Flambeau CCC-Indian Division(CCC-ID) Camp operated 
differently than traditional CCC Camps, expanding the age 
range of participants and allowing tribal direction of projects



Tribal leadership and other agencies targeted projects that fit 
community needs



The LDF CCC-ID Camp was featured in a government film 
promoting program success. https://youtu.be/JbKIPSdjlh0



The Office of Indian Affairs selected 
the LDF CCC-ID as an exemplar 

operation, illustrating the strength 
of the CCC-ID program



Importantly, families benefited dramatically, and LDF 
CCC-ID engagement and earnings were the highest



Fire tower construction and fire 
prevention were one of the 
many projects completed by 

the LDF CC-ID



FIRE!

Company 660’s legacy illustrates a strong focus on fire: 

prevention, suppression and restoration, 

“This camp has completed the following work during the 

period June 20, 1933, to May 14, 1937: Forty-six miles of 

fire lane construction; five fire lookout towers constructed; 

one million trees planted: Norway, White, and Jack Pine, 

lake improvement of twenty-one lakes; transplanting of fish, 

fire suppression, fire pre-suppression, and fire prevention all 

season.”



Building 
Depression era 

fire towers were 
part of the CCC 

accomplishments



Rest Lake Fire Tower dismantled and rebuilt



Fire tower construction including cement work continued in winter, 
freeing men to fight fires in the spring, plant trees during summer 
and deliver on the mission of the CCC .



Rest Lake Tower (left) & Mercer Tower (right)



Fire prevention 
also included 
logging trees for 
telephone poles. 
New phone service 
allowed immediate 
communications 
from watch towers 
to the CCC fire 
fighters.



Telephone poles were 
skidded by both horse 
and tractors



Spring was fire season and the droughts of the Great 
Depression ravaged the Northwoods



CCC boys hold the fire line!



Fighting fires on Powell Marsh by Carl Christensen 

So that year went by and then in the summer, that summer, they had 
someone out on Powell Marsh and they was gonna heat up a cup of coffee 
or something.  They made a fire out there and they started Powell Marsh on 
fire.  That fire swept up to the Powell Road.  We fought with as much as we 
could fight with to keep it from going across Powell Road because it would 
have got into Manitowish and wiped out everything.  So the wind went down 
and the fire died out which was lucky for us but on the other side, into the 
marsh it kept going. Powell Marsh is about 12,000 acres or more that burnt 
over that year.  I worked on that because everyone in the country was called 
in because they recruited us to go to work on that fire.  So I was one of them 
and George LaPorte was along there and some of the other local fellows, I 
don't remember all their names now.  We had men from Mercer, we had 
men from Winegar and from Winchester.  We were all working on that fire.  



Fighting fires on Powell Marsh by Carl Christensen 

And they called the CC's in and the commander, what we wanted to do 
was backfire and the commander says no.  He says you can't backfire 
because that's not legal.  We have to put it out.  All them CC boys was 
walking around with tanks on their backs with a squirt hose on so they 
could squirt on the edge.  That was all right putting the fire out where 
there was a little edge on it.  They couldn't get water.  I was the only 
one there that had a legal blasting license to blast with dynamite.  So 
what they had me do was blast holes in the marsh so they could get 
water.  So the CC would pound up a hole and drill a hole down into the 
marsh maybe five or six feet or so and then I would load that with 
dynamite, set it off and then they would have an open crater there that 
would fill with water so they could get water for their tanks.



Powell Marsh fire



Sherman Fire



CCC tractors were used to build fire lines, fire lanes and 
plant trees



Educational Programs were an important pillar of the CCC  

The Great Depression caused schools to close and many children were without 

access to public education for years.  These educational gaps were 

strategically addressed through an array of CCC educational programs 

meeting the varied learning needs of CCC participants. 

“In April, 1934… inaugurated…academic and vocational courses. The 

academic field consisted of elementary, high school and college courses 

with recognized credit at local institutions. The vocational courses were 

many and varied. A few were: Typing, bookkeeping, agriculture, 

photography, leathercraft, woodworking, and auto mechanics.”



“The educational building has steadily grown from a meager eight-by-
twelve-foot room to a full barracks, and has recently been revamped into 
one of the finest of CCC educational buildings”.



Additionally, the 660th Company community published, 
“The camp newspaper, "Mercer Monitor," … founded May 2, 
1934. Publication has been made regularly ever since.” 



https://www.mwhistory.org/selected-mercer-monitors/

https://www.mwhistory.org/selected-mercer-monitors/


Cartoons and 
athletic news 

became unique 
features of the 

Mercer 
Monitor 



Special attention to 
topics like “rookies” 
were all part of the 
greeting new CCC 
recruits enjoyed



Comic relief was also part of the Mercer Monitor



Sadly, national controversy regarding the New Deal and 
the CCC spilled over into the Northwoods

The staff of the Mercer Monitor tried to separate the politics 
of the time from the reality in Northwoods communities





Athletics and outdoor recreation were another pillar of 
CCC culture

660th Company baseball champions of the Sparta CCC District for 1936

Recreations activities are often featured in the 1937 Sixth Corp Area 
Annual and the Mercer Monitor newspaper, showcasing, track & field, 
volleyball, football, baseball, swimming, archery, boxing, billiards, 
basketball, running, ping pong, skating, hockey, softball (kitten ball), canoe 
jousting, card games and musical bands.  Athletic competition between 
CCC camps were supported by camp athletic directors, coaches and travel 
allowances. Most of these activities were conducted on the grounds of 
660th Company, although, ice skating and hockey practices were 
conducted one and quarter miles east of Camp Mercer on Dog Lake.  CCC 
images and camp newspaper articles reveal Camp Mercer took great pride 
in both athletics and excellence



The western portion 
of Camp Mercer was 
dedicated to athletic 
facilities



Sports and competition



Recreation, faith and entertainment 



Ice skating and Hockey were held on Dog Lake just 
beyond the Iron and Vilas County lines.



Proper medical care was essential considering the dangerous work 
and harsh conditions CCC men sometimes faced. 660th Company had 
a dispensary for medical needs that was manned by a camp surgeon. 



The Mercer Monitor camp newspaper included a column called, 

“Infirmary Infections.”  Updating the men of Camp Mercer regarding 

current medical needs and precautions.



A series of buildings also parallels the Manitowish River which initially housed the 
doctor, officers, dispensary, and supply headquarters starting in 1933-34.   The 
role of these building certainly changed when the new camp headquarters was 
constructed north of the barracks quad. 

Further investigation will hopefully reveal the purposes of the Manitowish River 
buildings after the second phase of construction at Camp Mercer.



The 1933-34 map of Camp Mercer reveals the dynamite 
“shack” or magazine on the far east corner of the site. Camp 
Mercer workers use of dynamite for construction and clearing 
is illustrated in a 1933-34 image of 660th Company field work.



The more recent dynamite shack still stands on the western 
edge of the site.  Heading west from the CCC 660th 

Company site along the road paralleling the Manitowish 
River.  A Mercer Monitor cartoon seems to mock the training 

of the Camp Blasters!





A unique feature of 660th 
Company is an architectural 
anomaly of a log cabin mess 
hall created during the earliest 
phases of 660th Company 
Construction. “…first building 
erected was the mess hall, 
made of logs and put together 
by such men as Dan McDonald, 
Dan Weir, and Mike Barney, 
three venerable lumberjacks 
from the Paul Bunyan days.”   



The map of 660th Company locates mess hall as the central building 6.  
The Mercer Monitor reports that the mess hall was moved in December 

1934 and the old log mess hall became a canteen and recreation hall.



This image 
titled, “mess 

hall” has classic 
vertical log 

construction 
(yellow arrow)  
and earthen 
berms (red 

arrow)  along 
the foundation. 



Reviewing the CCC Camp Mercer Photo Album from 1933-34, 
an image of the Camp Mercer Mess Hall reveals atypical 
vertical log and log beam construction, a clear departure 

from typical CCC mess halls and buildings



Importantly, the new ranger station at Company 660 
replaced the State Forest Ranger Station at Rest Lake 

that operated from 1912 until 1923. 



Most ranger facilities occupied the eastern edge of Camp 
Mercer and documents suggest that the new Mercer Ranger 
station was constructed by 660th Company around 1934-35. 



The Ranger Station moved from CCC Camp Mercer by 1936 
to Mercer WI



Camp Mercer operated year-round and the men of the 
660th Company did not get “snow days” 



Chores included doing your own laundry



Recreation included winter pass times like hunting on 
snowshoes and an occasional beer party



Camp mascots were part of the early culture at Camp Mercer  



Why this matters!

Tom Brokaw, suggests efforts of U.S. citizens responding to the Great 
Depression and World War II earned them the legacy of, “The Greatest 
Generation”.  These Americans stepped-up, saving the United States from 
economic collapse and the world from totalitarian dictatorship.  Camp 
Mercer’s stories and images allow citizens today a peak into how many of 
the youth from the Greatest Generation contributed to the recovery of 
America. Their pride, determination, and perseverance to achieve a 
common goal of environmental renewal evidences why the CCC remains 
one the most popular New Deal projects.  Importantly, the rigorous 
training and achievements of CCC men also proved to be formative to the 
mobilization of U.S military forces in World War II.



Farewell and thank you to our CCC boys on the Manitowish


